PRESS RELEASE
The Brussels Street Photography Festival (BSPF) showcases
the BSPF Selected Works in ViaVia Café, Brussels
The exhibition includes a selection of photographs from the 2016 and 2017 editions. Opening on
Thursday, June 14, 2018 from 8pm in ViaVia Café, Brussels.
What:
When:
Where:
More info:

Selected Works exhibition. Showcasing the work of several artists in a unique curation.
14 June – 14 July 2018.
ViaVia Café, Quai aux Briques 74, 1000 Bruxelles
https://www.bspfestival.org/en/bspf-selected-works-exhibition-viavia-cafe/

THE FESTIVAL
The Brussels Street Photography Festival (BSPF) is a cultural project whose objective is to promote street
photography as an urban research tool, a form of cultural communication and a visual art. Inspired by Brussels’
urban landscape, the main ambition is to provide an international platform that looks at Brussels through the
fresh eyes of its citizens and engaged photographers.
The main activity of the festival takes places every year in October. The program is organized around two
photography contests where the best images submitted will be displayed on an open exhibition in Brussels. The
exhibition will be followed by cultural activities that include lectures, workshops, round-tables, photo walks and
portfolio reviews – bringing together knowledgeable photographers and photography enthusiasts.
SELECTED WORKS
The Brussels Street Photography Festival (BSPF) is highly committed to the promotion of its contests’
participants, trying to increase their visibility to the general audience through several initiatives to happen
during the year, before, during and after the festival itself. The Selected Works is one of these initiatives which
showcases the work of several participants in a unique exhibition around a subjective theme.
SELECTED WORKS @ VIAVIA CAFÉ
For this specific occasion, the BSPF collaborates with ViaVia Café, a well-known meeting place in the center of
Brussels, to create its 5th Selected Works exhibition in two years and the second one in 2018.
The official exhibition in ViaVia Café (Quai aux Briques 74, 1000 Bruxelles) will take place this June until mid of
July with the official opening on Thursday, June 14 at 8pm.
Facebook event: https://www.facebook.com/events/1049157791903667/
FEATURED ARTISTS
Davide Albani, Sylvain Biard, Daniel Botelho, Hakim Boulouiz, Rudy Boyer, Pau Buscató, Bruno Cunha, Sakis
Dazanis, Jeffrey De Keyser, Enrico Markus Essl, Julie Hrudová, Faruque Islam, Oscar Julander, Artyt
Lerdrakmongkol, Kristian Leven, Steffi Loffler, Svilen Nachev, Tavepong Pratoomwong, Jutharat
Pinyodoonyachet, Soumyendra Saha, Dmitry Stepanenko, Andrea Stratta, Jacek Szust, Kristof Vadino, Giacomo
Vesprini, Forrest Walker and Ken Walton.
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CURATION AND PARTNERS
The BSPF is a project by Cakri, a cultural association based in Brussels whose objective is to enrich the urban
landscape with cultural projects. The BSPF is curated by the Brussels Newsroom, an urban research-oriented
platform that seeks to identify and disseminate the fundamental elements that shape Brussels’ daily life; and the
people of WorldSP.co, the popular tumblr-based street photography site featuring monthly interviews,
organizing theme weeks / months and carefully curating and regularly promoting the finest content on tumblr
related to street photography.
Our team of enthusiastic supporters - who have trusted the BSPF and have a will to improve the image of
Brussels - include: Brussels Newsroom, WorldSP.co, Ville de Bruxelles, Visit Brussels, MAPS, The Photo Academy,
Magnum Photos, Hotel NH Bloom Brussels, Laboriver, la Maison des Cultures et de la Cohésion Sociale de
Molenbeek, Muntpunt and Halles Saint Géry. We are currently talking with other potential partners including
cultural organizations, schools and public institutions.
For more information, please visit: www.bspfestival.org
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SOCIAL MEDIA
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/BrusselsStreetPhotographyFestival/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/BSPFestival_Off
Instagram: @bspfestival
PHOTOS AND PRESS RELEASES
Photos to use for the press release can be found here: www.bspfestival.org/en/press/

